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Halewood: aerogramme rate to 50c 1.6.55

As Sch. 5, HONG KONG: 23.75 - 24
11.1.56 15.1.57
mm. Center line points to "i" in "First"
2.7.58 LRD: LCS
As Sch. 7, but 3-line warning on back.
31.10.56 8.1.63
Webb's ERD supports his 1956 issue date,
Center line points to "o" in "fold"
vs. 1957 per Schoenfeld
As Webb 9, but stamp pale purple
As Sch. 8, but 23 mm HONG KONG, 2.4.59 9.10.59
ERD: LCS - Watermark inverted.
Watermark IAM / "L". Center folding
.
From Lantau Island; no PO at this time
line points to "F" in "First"
10.2.60 LRD: Ms. Susan Crewe
Watermark: Distorted "P" in "Imperial"
As Schoenfeld 9, but unwatermarked; 4.11.59
17.12.62 ERD, LRD: LCS
Center fold line points to "F" in "First"
As Sch. 9, but watermark IAM / "M"
7.1.60
1.10.61 ERD, LRD: LCS.
Schoenfeld: issued 1960, vs. Webb: 1959
Index "M" in watermark slanted
No index letter in watermark
14.3.60
8.5.61 ERD, LRD: LCS - LRD: Kai Tak purple killer
Similar to Schoenfeld 9 / 10, but no
16.5.62
ERD, LRD: LCS - Only 2 known examples.
watermark; Center line to "R" in "First"
25.9.62 Separate type: see text
Annigoni portrait of QE, maroon
14.1.63 20.9.63
Wording of 3-line warning same as previously
140 x 87 mm.
"Hong Kong" 22 mm.
but letters widely spaced; no "." after "Mail"
Differently folded than previous AGs
"This space for correspondence" added
All blue printing omitted
Red and blue lozenges around edge,
28.9.63
Schoenfeld's 1964 issue date in error
122 x 100 mm.; 22 - 23.5 mm HK
6?.8.69 LRD: LCS. Also blue-grey shade: 1.7.68
Webb Type 12a - i: 9 varieties with
10.3.67
Type 12c - red triangles missing - ERD:
various parts of design missing, etc.
24.8.67 Ebay 9504500319, LRD: LCS
150 x 105 mm.; 4-line English + 2 line
12.5.71 LRD: LCS. Schoenfeld did not note change
Chinese warning; 2 subtypes: 1.5 mm.
at upper left to: "By Air Mail / Air Letter,"
difference in location of "Second ..."
with below: "Par Avion / Aerogramme"
As Sch. 13, except 167 x 95 mm.
23.9.71
ERD: Ebay # ... 6900
2 subtypes: ~1.5 mm difference in
15.10.73 LRD: LCS - To Papua-New Guinea
location of Chinese characters
Machin portrait; size & layout as # 13 18.9.73
ERD: Ms. Crewe
including same 4-line warning on back
22.4.74 LRD: LCS - over-inked

Table AG-2. Hong Kong QE 40c and 50c aerograms, descriptions and usage
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Descriptions, including previously unrecorded types and subtypes of QE 40c and 50c aerograms
are summarized in Table AG-2 above. Various usages, including ERDs and LRDs, are also
noted in this table.
The “Air Letter” designation was replaced by “Aerogramme” at the upper left when AGs with
the Wilding portrait of QEII were first issued in 1954 (Sch. 5). Additionally, the four-line
warning against AG enclosures on the front of the KGVI AGs was initially replaced by a twoline warning on the back of the QE AGs. The latter warning stated that “If anything is enclosed
this letter may be sent by ordinary mail,” whereas the warning on KG VI air letters included a
definitive “will” instead of the more gracious “may.” An example of the Sch. Type 5 aerogram
is illustrated in Figure AG-3a. This AG, which is addressed to the famous movie star, Doris
Day, bears a Proud Type M3/3 machine cancel, which advertises the Twelfth Exhibition of HK
products. This cancel was in use only from 5.8.54 to 7.1.55.

Figure AG-3a. 40c QE AG; recorded in use 8.4.54 – 1.6.55 by Col. Webb
As previously noted, Mr. Halewood stated that the 40c AG rate was raised to 50c on 1.6.55. In
order to initially satisfy this new rate, existing stocks of the 40c QE AG were augmented with
10c adhesive stamps (Sch. 6) by the HK PO, until definitive 50c AGs could be printed and
issued. An example of the Sch. type 6 QE 40c AG up-rated to 50c, cancelled at the Sham Shui
Po branch PO, is illustrated in Figure AG-3b. As can be seen, this c.d.s. includes a period after
“PO.” at the top, which is included in Webb’s illustration (Type G), but is not shown in Proud’s
Type D10 (1952 – 56).
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Figure AG-3b. 40c QE AG + 10c adhesive stamp for 50c rate, effective 1.6.55
A first day cover (FDC) of the first 50c definitive issue (Sch. 7), which was issued on 11.1.56, is
shown in Figure AG-4a. The Proud Type M3/5 “Road Safety Pays” slogan cancel on this cover
is recorded used only 14.12.55 – 21.1.56. Someone with a good sense of humor concocted this
AG FDC with an automobile image on it. Higgins & Gage AG Type 6 is erroneously listed as a
30c, whereas it was probably intended to be this first issue 50c. However, it is shown as issued
in 1954, vs. the correct 1956.
According to Webb, another 50c AG was also issued in 1956, although Schoenfeld stated that
this AG, which he designated Type 8, was not issued until 1957. However, Webb’s 31.10.56
ERD indicates that he recorded actually known usage, so his 1956 issue date has been accepted.
Although it seems unusual that a second new AG type would have been issued in the same year,
the HK GPO officials may have believed that the revised, more precise wording of the three-line
enclosure warning on the Sch. Type 8 AG illustrated in Figure AG-4b was imperative.
Another design difference that aids in classification of the various 50c AG varieties is the letter
in the “First fold here” instruction to which the dotted line above “Second fold here” points. For
example, the center folding line points to the “i” in “First” in the Sch. type 7 AG shown in Figure
AG-4a, whereas the center folding line points to the “o” in “fold” in Sch. type 8, as demonstrated
in Figure AG-4b.
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a. Center folding line points to “i” in “first”
in Schoenfeld type 7 aerogram (FDC)

b. Center folding line points to “o” in “fold”
in Schoenfeld type 8 aerogram

Figure AG-4. Center folding line points to various letters in “First fold here”
In 1959 a new AG, Sch. type 9, was issued, in which “Hong Kong” is 23 mm. long, as it was in
Sch. 5, vs. 23.75 – 24 mm. in Sch. 7 and Sch. 8. The center folding line of type 9 points to the
“F” in “First.” This AG was printed on watermarked paper for the first time: “Imperial / Air
Mail,” with illustration of a castle gate beneath, and index letter “L” under “Air.” The earliest
known example, 2.4.59, is illustrated in Figure AG-4, whereas Webb recorded its use only 9.10 31.10.59. The watermark is inverted in this example, the only such occurrence of an inverted
watermark so far found for any of the AG types. This cover originated from Lan Tau Island,
which is mountainous, and so relatively lightly populated. There was no post office on the island
at the time this letter was mailed (Tai O PO pre-WWII, and Tai O and Mui Wo later), so the
Cistercian Monastery maintained a post office box at the GPO, as indicated by the back stamp.
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Figure AG-4c. 2.4.59: Type 9 ERD; unrecorded inverted watermark; from Lantao Is.
Figures AG-4d and AG-4e illustrate unrecorded subtypes of the Schoenfeld Type 9 and 10
aerograms. They are identified as subtypes of Types 9 / 10 by the 23 mm. long “HONG
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KONG,” vs. 23.75 to 24 mm. length for the Schoenfeld Type 8 AG. However, unlike Types 9 /
10, these previously unrecorded subtypes have no watermark, whereas Types 9 / 10 bear various
varieties of the “IMPERIAL AIR MAIL” watermark. In the Types 9 / 10 AG the center fold line
points to the “F” in “First” of the “First Fold Here” notation. This is also the same for the unwatermarked subtype shown in Figure AG-4d. This un-watermarked AG is distinguished as a
new subtype of Sch. 9 by its 4.11.59 ERD, since Type 9 was issued in 1959, whereas type 10
was not issued until 1960, according to Schoenfeld (although Webb stated that his Type 10 was
issued in 1959).

Figure AG-4d. Un-watermarked subtype of type 9 AG: Unrecorded; 4.11.59: ERD
The Sch. Type 10 AG illustrated in Figure AG-4e is watermarked “Imperial Air Mail” and a
castle, with an “M” below the “I” in “Imperial”, whereas Sch. Type 9 had an “L” in that position.
Although faint, the date of the cancel is 7.1.60, the earliest known use of this Type AG, which
Schoenfeld said was issued in 1960. The “Ma Tau Wei” datestamp is Proud Type D1, which he
recorded used from 14.10.57 to 19.12.59, so this AG is later use than recorded, although not the
latest known. He noted that this PO was renamed Ma Tau Wai, as of 1.1.60, but it is clear from
the Figure AG-4e AG that the “Ma Tau Wei” c.d.s. continued in use thereafter.
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Figure AG-4e. Watermarked “IAM” with “M” (Sch. 10); earliest known use: 7.1.60

Figure AG-4f. Not watermarked; Center line points to “r” in “First”: Unrecorded
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The AG illustrated in Figure AG-4f has no watermark, which, as noted above, has not previously
been recorded. This AG represents a previously unrecognized separate type, rather than a Sch.
type 9 or 10 subtype, since its center folding line points to the “r” in “First,” whereas the center
folding line in Sch. types 9 and 10 points to the “F” in “First.” Additionally, a horizontal line
drawn under “Hong Kong” in this new type intersects the “L” of “Mail,” whereas such a line
passes below “Mail” in Sch. types 9 and 10. Only two examples of this new type have so far
been found, dated 16.5 and 25.9.62. Strangely, Yang did not record the basic 1959 and 1960
issues recorded by Webb and Schoenfeld (Sch. 9 and 10), let alone the various subtypes.

Figure AG-5a-1. 1st Annigoni issue; only known used for about 8 months
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Webb recorded a new 140 x 87 mm. type of AG, with the Annigoli portrait of QE, issued on
14.1.63 (Sch. 11). He recorded use of this AG only until 20.9.63, and no later usage has since
been found. Apparently, the new folding method instituted for the Type 11 AG, and other such
related changes, did not meet with public favor, so it is seldom seen used. A 4.3.63 usage of the
Sch. Type 11 AG is shown in Figure AG-5a-1. The reduction of address lines on the front to
four, from the preceding and subsequent five address lines, readily distinguishes this AG from
other types. The unusual wider spacing of the letters of the warning on the back is another key
identifier. A mint Webb Type 11a AG, with all blue printing omitted, leaving only the indicia, is
shown in Figure AG-5a-2 (Bull, 12.2012, lot 5365).

Figure AG-5a-2. Webb 11a: red & blue printing missing, so only indicia remains

Figure AG-5b-1. 6.8.69: LRD of Type 12 AG; long usage: 6 years from 28.9.63
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The Sch. Type 11 AG was superseded by a much more venerable 122 x 100 mm. Type 12 AG
having alternating red and blue triangular shaped lozenges around the edges (Sch. 12). Webb
recorded this type used from 28.9.63, although H&G state 1964. H&G also note “Three dotted
address lines”, but this is incorrect, there being five address lines on the front, unless it referred
to the three lines for the sender’s address on the back. The Type 12 AG LRD of 6.8.69 is shown
in Figure AG-5b-1. Col. Webb stated that the “Hong Kong” at the top of the type 12 AG varied
from 22 to 23.5 mm. long, but no used example of other than 22 mm. has been seen. Type 12
has the same wording of the warning on the back as Type 11, but the normal close spacing of the
letters was reinstituted, vs. the wider spaced letters on the Type 11 AG. The method of folding
the Type 12 AG was also returned to that preceding the new folding method of Type 11.
Webb recorded nine subtypes (a – i) of the type 12 AG, with various parts of the design missing
or dramatically misplaced. Schoenfeld chose not to propagate cataloging of these subtypes,
possibly believing that they were printer’s waste, not authorized for issue. However, Yang also
listed nine subtypes of this AG, although five of these errors were additional to those recorded
by Webb. A Webb 12g subtype, with the stamp misplaced upward, has been seen in an online
auction (Ebay 9503904170). A Webb 12h subtype of this AG, with stamp completely missing,
has also been seen (Ebay 9503905576). A few examples are known of the type 12 AG printed
on a grayish-blue paper, vs. the recorded blue shade.

Figure AG-5b-2. Webb subtype 12c: Red lozenges missing – very scarce used
Figure AG-5b-2 illustrates Webb’s subtype 12c AG with red lozenges missing in used condition.
Only one other used example of this subtype has been seen: the 10.3.67 ERD. The Figure AG5b-2 LRD is from a well known stamp dealer in Hong Kong, and concerns philatelic business, so
it is not entirely a philatelic cover. The 24.8.67 date stamp on this cover also represents the latest
known usage of Ming Tsang’s Type HKND registration label, which he only records as used
only in 4.62. I don’t recall having seen any other Type 12 AG subtypes in used condition.
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The various error subtypes of the Type 12 AG are occasionally seen in mint condition, but they
still command good prices. The 12.2012 Bull catalog includes several of these, three with full
images. Although my intent is to show used PS examples whenever it is possible, these error
subtypes are so seldom seen, even in mint condition, that the three lots illustrated by Bull are
reproduced herein (lot 5365, Webb subtype 11a, is shown above in Figure AG-5a-2). The Webb
subtype 12g AG, with the indicia misplaced upward (lot 5367), is shown in Figure AG-5b-3.

Figure AG-5b-3. Webb subtype 12g AG: indicia misplaced upward into lozenges

Figure AG-5b-4. Yang AL11g AG subtype: indicia printed upside down on back
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Yang’s AL 11g AG subtype, which has the indicia printed upside down on the back, with respect
to the printing on the front (lot 5366), is illustrated in Figure AG-5b-4. A Yang subtype AL
11b, with all blue printing omitted, which was offered as lot 3038 in the 6.2013 Bull auction, is
displayed in Figure AG-5b-5. This lot also includes a Type 12 AG subtype, not recorded by
Webb or Yang, with the red lozenges shifted downward and slightly to the left. In addition to the
many Type 12 AG subtypes, there are also minor varieties, such as a slight horizontal or vertical
displacement of the red or blue lozenges with respect to each other, and slight shifts in the
location of the indicia with respect to the border, all of which I have in used condition.

Figure AG-5b-5. Yang AL11b: blue printing omitted; unrecorded red lozenge shift
Type 12 was the last AG listed by Webb in his air mail booklet. Yang’s issue dates have been
used in the tables for Sch. 13 and subsequent issues, unless otherwise noted. The 150 x 105 mm.
Sch. type 13 aerogram was issued in 1969. The "Hong Kong" at the top-center was eliminated
on this and all subsequent AG forms. The inscription at the upper-left was changed to: "By Air
Mail / Air Letter" in white lettering on a blue rectangle, with "Par Avion / Aerogramme" below,
as seen in Figure AG-5c-1. The 12.5.71 c.d.s. date is the current LRD for the Type 13 AG.
The folding method of the Type 11 AG was reinstituted for the Type 13 AG, subsequent to the
six year usage of Type 12. The enclosure warning on the back of the Type 13 AG was changed
to four lines of English, vs. the previous 3-line inscription, and the equivalent warning was added
in two lines of Chinese characters below the English warning (see Figure AG-5c-2 below). Dr.
Schoenfeld mistakenly continued the previous format illustration designator “(c)” for type 13 and
14 AGs, and did not provide an illustration of the new format described above until his type 15.
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Figure AG-5c-1. Type 13 AG format changes at top left and no “HONG KONG”
Two previously unrecorded subtypes of Schoenfeld’s Type 13 AG have been identified. They
can be distinguished by an approximate 1.5 mm. horizontal displacement in the location of the
Chinese characters relative to the "Second Fold Here" instruction, as demonstrated in Figure AG5c-2. If a vertical line is drawn upward from the left edge of the “S” in “Second fold here,” it
intersects the left side of the seventh Chinese character from the left (not counting the comma)
on the bottom row in one subtype, and it intersects the right side of that Chinese character in the
other subtype. Careful measurement shows that the entire “warning”, comprised of the four lines
of English and two lines of Chinese wording, is about 1.5 mm. closer to the left edge of the lower
AG than it is in upper AG.

Figure AG-5c-2. Unrecorded type 13 subtypes: location of Chinese vs “Second …”
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Sch. type 14 has the same new format as Sch. 13, except it is 167 x 95 mm. The 23.9.71 ERD
and my 31.3.72 use support the 1971 issue date stated by Yang, vs. the 1973 issue date stated by
Schoenfeld. The type 14 AG LRD with “16 OCT” / ?? c.d.s. (15.10.73 dateline) illustrated in
Figure AG-5d-1 is addressed to Port Moresby, Papua - New Guinea, a seldom seen destination
from HK.

Figure AG-5d-1. Type 14 LRD: 16.10.73 – to Port Moresby, Papua - New Guinea
Two previously unrecorded subtypes of the Sch. type 14 AG have been identified. They can be
distinguished by an approximate 2 mm. horizontal displacement in the location of the Chinese
characters relative to the "or sent by ordinary mail" on the last line of the English enclosure
warning, as illustrated in Figure AG-5d-2. If a vertical line is drawn downward from the left
edge of the “o” in “or,” it falls between the third and fourth Chinese characters from the left in
the top row of one subtype (the lower one Figure AG-5d-2), and it intersects the right side of the
third Chinese character from the left in the top row of the other subtype (the upper one).

Figure AG-5d-2. Unrecorded type 14 subtypes: location of Chinese vs. “or sent”
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The Sch. type 15 AG has the same format of the wording as Sch. 13 and 14, including the four
lines of English, plus two lines of Chinese, warning inscription on the back, but bears the Machin
portrait of QE. Sch. type 15 measure 167 x 95 mm., the same as Sch. 14, although both Yang
(Type AL14) and Schoenfeld list it as 170 x 95 mm. Schoenfeld recorded type 15 as having
been issued in 1974, but Yang stated that it was issued in 1973 (AL14). The earliest used
example of this AG, that has so far been seen, is 18.9.73, so Yang’s 1973 issue date is listed
herein. This Sch. Type 15 Machin portrait ERD, for which a scan was kindly provided by Ms.
Susan Crewe, is illustrated in Figure AG-6a. The imprinted stamps on the Sch. 15 ERD and
LRD AGs are so heavily over-inked that the Queen’s facial features are hardly discernable. My
2007 Yang catalog lists Type AL 14 as 50c, but only shows an image of a Machin head AG with
50c indicia plus a 10c adhesive stamp, which is not listed as a separate type in that catalog.

Figure AG-6a-1. First QE Machin portrait AG heavily over-inked ; 18.9.73 ERD

Figure AG-6a-2. First Machin portrait AG; 4-line warning on back, as previously
The Sch. type 16 Machin-head AG is similar to Sch. 15, except that it has a three-line enclosure
warning on the back, vs. the preceding four-line warning, shown above in Figure AG-6a-2. It is
also 167 mm. wide, as type 15, vs. the 170 mm. recorded by Schoenfeld. The Sch. Type 16 AG,
with 3-line warning, is not distinguished by Yang as a separate type from the Sch. Type 15 AG,
with 4-line warning. Since the Sch. 16 AG is recorded as having been issued in 1975, the 4.6.75
ERD, which is displayed in Figure AG-6b, constrains it to having been issued in the first half of
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1975. The evidence of covers indicates that the AG rate was raised from 50c to 60c c.1.1.76, so
the 50c Sch. type 16 AG had quite a short period of usage.
Two subtypes of Sch. type 16, differentiated by about a one mm. difference in the length of the
Chinese language warning on the back, are presumed to exist, since they have been found on this
50c AG with an additional 10c adhesive stamp affixed (see unrecorded type shown as “NEW” in
Table AG-3). However, the subtype with shorter Chinese warning has not yet been found on the
basic Sch. type 16 50c Machin issue without the additional 10c stamp.

Figure AG-6b. 4.6.75 Machin type 16 AG ERD; 3-line warning inscription on back
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-----------------------------------------------------------------The next section is AG C: QE 60c and up. To access this section or other parts of the
monograph, return to the HKSC website/Papers.
http://www.hongkongstudycircle.com/papers.html
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